
New Book by Local Author Celebrates Vermont
 
Set in Vermont, Taproot: Coming Home 
to Prairie Hill (Verdant Books, May 2014) 
is about fulfilling fantasies as the nest 
empties. It’s about the search for roots 
against a family’s journey from the brink 
of annihilation. It’s about making a home 
in a new and baffling natural and human 
environment.

But it’s the beauty of the writing that 
strikes first, touching on universal fears 
and longings.

Part memoir, part nature journal, part 
observations of Vermonters—along with 
the often amusing saga of building a 
house—the book speaks to the reader on 
many levels.

A recent transplant from the New York 
Metropolitan area and a commentator on 
Vermont Public Radio, Martha Leb Mol-
nar describes how she and her husband, 
both children of Holocaust survivors, 
strive to overcome their nomadic past through devotion to a place. They buy land 
on a rugged Vermont hill, build a house, and begin a new life, learning to observe 
the huge bowl of sky, the windstorms, the seasons, and the puzzling animal and 
human neighbors.

Lyrical descriptions of living close to the land are interspersed with entertaining 
anecdotes about learning to understand Vermonters, and the foibles involved in 
building a house. 

Taproot is a story both singular and universal. We follow the author as she faces 
down her fears and finds strength in the natural world. We share the rewards of not 
just hanging on to a dream but making it happen. The book inspires, entertains 
and informs.

Molnar, from birth, seems to have owned a quenchless longing for the 

emphatically exurban. What a fascinating, quirky and fabulously moving 

ride we take to get there with her.  — Sydney Lea, Vermont Poet Laureate

For everyone who feels a strong attachment to particular places and 

wonders why.  — Bill McKibben

For more information, including excerpts, photos, author Q&A, review copy 
or author interview, please visit: www.marthalebmolnar.com or
 www.verdantbooks.com

martha leb molnar
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Taproot: Coming Home to Prairie Hill is about ful�lling fantasies as the nest empties 
and life shrinks. �e author, a commentator on Vermont Public Radio, describes 
how she and her husband, children of Holocaust survivors, strive to overcome 
their nomadic lives through devotion to a place. �ey buy land on a Vermont hill, 
build a house, put in large gardens, and begin a new life, learning to observe the 
huge bowl of sky, the windstorms, the seasons and the puzzling animal and human 
neighbors while struggling to restore the hill to its “natural” state.

Infused with wry humor, the story details some of the thousands of decisions in 
buying land and building a house -- from learning to negotiate the language of real 
estate salespeople (“small pond” means wetland) to choosing among multiple 
kinds of toilets (does the costly “comfort height” mean we’re all uncomfortable on 
the others?) or “loud” vs. elegantly silent light switches. Blended throughout is the 
story of survival, of moving beyond generational horrors, of �nding strength in the 
natural world.

Taproot is a de� combination of memoir, nature writing and how-to book that 
inspires, entertains and informs. 

This powerful prose will charm not just those  
who love Vermont – it’s for everyone who feels 
a strong attachment to particular places and 
wonders why.
Bill McKibben, author, THE END OF NATURE, and founder, 350.org 

I had a couple hours and thought I'd dip into a paragraph or two.      
I kept going, couldn't help it. Descended from survivors of Auschwitz, 
who saw cities as safe havens, Molnar, from birth, seems to have 
owned a quenchless longing for the emphatically exurban. What a 
fascinating, quirky and fabulously moving ride we take to get there 
with her!
Sydney Lea, Vermont Poet Laureate
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